
Curriculum Map: Year 7 ICT 

 Half Term 1 Half Term 2 Half Term 3 Half Term 4 Half Term 5 Half Term 6 

Topic The History of 

Gaming 

 

Designing a game Reviewing a game Creating a Game 

Trailer 

E-Safety 

 

Spreadsheets 

Intent Understand the 

history and 

development of 

gaming platforms. 

 

Understand how to 

use code to create a 

game, problem solve 

and use logic. 

Find out what a 

game can do. 

Suggest strengths 

and weaknesses.  

Plan the page for 

a magazine 

games’ review.  

Writing/creating a 

review of a peer’s 

game. 

Understand how 

game trailers are used 

to sell a game and the 

work involved in 

creating and 

designing. 

To learn how to stay 

safe online. 

 

Understand what a 

spreadsheet is. 

Know why a spreadsheet is 

used. 

Become familiar with basic 

spreadsheet skills.   

Apply basic spreadsheet  

formatting skills. 

Understand basic 

spreadsheet formulae. 

Understand spreadsheet 

functions.   

Test a hypothesis using a 

spreadsheet model. 

Key Knowledge Genres of games. 

Graphics. User 

experience. History 

of consoles. 

Subject specific 

vocabulary.  

Inclusion & 

diversity in the 

games industry. 

Game play (knowing 

the rules around 

making a game e.g 

what a person can do, 

entrance & exit). 

Understand what 

makes an 

effective game: 

strengths and 

weaknesses. 

Understand what 

makes an effective 

advertisement and 

how to attract an 

audience. 

Understand the risks 

and solutions for the 

different types of E-

Safety topics: cyber 

bullying, predators, 

mobile phone use, 

viruses. 

Formatting 

Formulas 

When and where a 

spreadsheet can be used and 

why 

Creating a useful spreadsheet 

Key Skills Hyperlinks 

Animations 

Transitions  

Sounds Inserting 

pictures 

 

 

Using Game Maker 

Adding sprites Moving 

sprites Adding levels 

Adding coins & walls  

Advance skills 

including adding 

enemies 

Publisher skills: 

Inserting images  

Text editing 

Images 

Using templates 

Formatting a 

Video editing skills: 

inserting images, text, 

sound and editing 

images and sound. 

Publisher skills: inserting 

images, text, editing 

images, text, using 

templates, formatting a 

Publisher document, 

managing websites, 

Basic formatting on Excel; 

adding formulas to make 

calculations; using functions; 

creating charts. 



Adding 3D sprites 

Problem solving  

Computational 

thinking Design skills, 

Publisher 

document. 

editing text, adding 

links. 

 

Key Vocabulary Password                    

Secure                              

Folder Structure             

Games Platform           

Game Genre            

Graphics                     

Hardware   

 

Games Platform           

Game Genre            

Graphics                     

Hardware                        

Sprite                                

Collision     

Games Platform           

Game Genre            

Graphics                     

Hardware                        

Sprite                                

Collision                        

Reviewer                        

Feedback                             

Feature                                       

Edit        

Reviewer                        

feedback                             

Feature                                       

Edit      

Trailer                             

Frames                          

 Import                          

 Audio    

E-Safety  

Evaluate 

Formatting 

Cyber bullying 

Predator 

Risks 

Phishing    

Excel 

Spreadsheet 

Cell 

Row 

Column 

Formula 

Functions 

Charts 

Vlookup 

Absolute Cell Reference 

If Statement 

End Point Describe a range of 

platforms.   

Present a range of 

platforms in 

chronological 

order, stating how 

they’ve developed 

over time.  

Investigate 

developing and 

future 

technologies, 

explaining their 

impact on gaming. 

A working game with 

moving sprite, solid 

wall and collision. To 

have added coins and 

a score. To have 

added ghosts. To have 

added lives to your 

game. To have added 

multiple levels, 3D 

sprites, multiple 

enemies to a game.  

A magazine style 

games review, 

where students 

can identify 

strengths and 

weaknesses and 

suggest 

improvements to 

a game. 

Trailer completed 

using Openshot 

software which clearly 

advertises a game. 

Explain the meaning of 

E-Safety. 

Explain the purpose and 

audience of your leaflet. 

Write about the risks 

and solutions of Cyber 

Bullying. 

Write about the risks 

and solutions of 

Predators. 

Identify the advantages 

and disadvantages of E-

Safety. 

Explain the impact that 

ICT has on society. 

Write about the risks 

and solutions of a 

mobile phone. 

Identify the advantages 

and disadvantages of a 

mobile phone. 

To format a basic 

spreadsheet. 

Navigate around a 

spreadsheet.   

Use basic formulae. 

Use functions, drag & fill. 

Apply absolute cell 

referencing.   



Explain the impact of 

using a mobile phone. 

Explain the importance 

of consistency. 

Write about the risks 

and solutions of spam. 

Write about the risks 

and solutions of viruses. 

Form of 

Assessment 

Online assessment 

during year 7 exam 

week. 

 

Students demo their 

working games and 

explain what extra 

features they have 

added and how. 

Teacher 

assessment of 

finished reviews. 

Teacher’s verbal 

feedback. 

Online assessment 

during year 7 exam 

week.  

 

Online assessment during 

year 7 exam week. 

Enrichment 

opportunities 

Gaming Club 

 

Leadership 

opportunities 

Independent project work. 

Debate and discuss the topics. 

 


